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Instructions

wash at 40°C

gentle wash at 40°C

wash at 60°C

gentle wash at 60°C

iron at low temperature

 
iron at middle
warm temperature

tumble dry at low temperature

tumble dry at middle
warm temperature

do not bleach

packaging unit 

 
measurement point (in cm)
A: total length from HPS
B: half chest

A

B



There is hardly anything in the world that some man cannot make 
a little worse and sell a little cheaper, and the people who consider 
price only are this man‘s lawful prey.

It‘s unwise to pay too much, but it‘s worse to pay too little. When you 
pay too much, you lose a little money - that‘s all. When you pay too 
little, you sometimes lose everything, because the thing you bought 
was incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do.

John Ruskin (1819-1900)
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Absolute transparency is the basis for a fair coexistence. Through many years of experience  
in the textile industry, we know how important it is to be socially responsible to our employees, our 
society and our environment. This is why our social commitment at HRM Textil has a special priority.

With the FAIR4ALL social initiative founded by us, we are committed to sustainability and fairness 
at all levels with heart and soul. Our employees of different cultures work hand in hand with us. 
The excellent know-how of our producers in Bangladesh in compliance with European quality 
standards and a strong team of italian designers make our products what they are.

Due to the special fineness and refinement of the textiles, we achieve an excellent and stable 
printing result. Thanks to the collaboration with textile refiners and their industry expertise, we 
have been able to optimize our products to such an extent that we would like to pass them on to 
our customers with the utmost conviction. As fair as our products are our prices.

„Our products are our excellence.“

To offer a perfect combination of quality, sus-
tainability and fair prices are the primary goals 
of HRM Textile. We guarantee products of the 
highest grade and quality, which are produced 
absolutely fair, environmentally friendly and  
without harmful substances and yet affordable 
for everyone.

HRM Textil develops and produces stylish  
corporate fashion, promotion and workwear 
from certified organic cotton and other raw ma-
terials for companies with a strong corporate 
identity. It is important to us that our customers 
can follow the entire production process.



Philosophy
„Our products are transporting the values, for 
which we stand. That means that in every single 
product developed and fabricated by us, you can 
find all things that we care about: quality for a long-
lasting product that you can wear over years and 
years; material that doesn’t harm our environment 

or the people which produce it, absolute honesty 
and transparency - on every level. That’s what we 
from HRM Textil ensure to our customers.”

Brand history
The company of HRM with its headquarters in  
Bangladesh can look back on almost 20 years 
of successful company history, successfully  
adding and fulfilling long-term cooperations in our 
port-folio of demanding national and international  
customers. 
Today, HRM Sourcing is one of the largest fashion 
agencies in Bangladesh and stands for global 
trading with high-quality, timeless and modern 
textiles. The know-how and accumulated experi-
ences and contacts of HRM Sourcing now flow 
into HRM Textil – so that you as our customer can 
benefit from it.

Our company works hand in hand together with 
HRM Sourcing Ltd. Based on this foundation,  
products with an outstanding price / performance 
ratio in the field of corporate-fashion, promotion 
and workwear are developed, fair produced and 
brought on the market. This special cooperation 
allows us to be on site in the production lines at any 
time. In this way, we can be in close contact with 
our manufacturer, which allows us to guarantee 
a transparent and smooth process.
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Innovative 
collar solution
 
Our innovative collar solution of our 
Luxery Polo-Shirts is characterized  
by its optimal fit and special proces-
sing. There are two plastic tab inserts,  
which can be easily removed before 
washing. They give the collar a  
durable,wash-resistant shape and 
keeps the collar in an ideal shape.

Exclusive quality for  
corporate fashion,  
promotion and workwear.

Designed in Italy
Made by HRM



Design
HRM Textil offers stylish, high-quality products 
with a high recognition value and a fine attention 
to detail. Our highly competent team of designers 
is always informed about the latest trends. 

Therefore, our corporate fashion, promotion and 
workwear is always up-to-date - and yet timeless!

Printability and finishing

Quality
Highest quality is our special concern. This is the 
only way to create a long-lasting and sustainable 
product that does not harm our environment. 
Therefore, we guarantee products of the highest 
refinement and quality, which are produced in an 
absolutely fair, environmentally-conscious manner 
and without harmful substances. For our t-shirts, 
we use only certified 100% organic cotton.

All other products in our range are certified   
according to OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100. Our 
textiles are colourfast and especially durable due 
to their processing. They are also characterized 
by an excellent finishing with high quality wear for 
many years!

With 20 years of experience in the development of 
functional and fashionable textiles for the fashion 
industry, we have developed an excellent feel 
for market-specific requirements of textiles. All  
fabrics of our new HRM Corporate Fashion Col- 
lection are perfected over the entire development 
process in close cooperation with well-known 
textile printing companies and embroideries and 
have been adapted to the special needs of the  

textile finishing industry with regard to their material 
properties. Our goal is to meet even the highest 
quality requirements and to offer an ideal, fairly 
calculated product to everyone, from the raw  
materials to specialized finishing and sales.
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LUXURY
TEES

The HRM T-Shirts are made of high quality, combed and ring-spun, 100% GOTS  

certified organic cotton. The wearing comfort of our t-shirts is particularly  

distinctive, thanks to the soft and supple materials and the excellent fashionable 

fit. The T-Shirts are labelfree and up to 60°C washable. They are available in  

8 different colours with V- or Round neck. Thanks to its surface structure they 

are particularly suitable for textile finishing.

BCS-26696



BCS-26696
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LUXURY ROUNDNECK TEES
MEN‘S STYLE 101

Our HRM Roundneck Men‘s T-Shirts are extremely

durable because they are made from high quality, 

combed and ring-spun, 100% GOTS certified organic

cotton. The wearing comfort of our T-Shirts is characterized

by the soft and supple materials and the excellent fa-

shionable fit. The double-stitched shoulder-to-shoulder

neckband enhances the ergonomic feel and adds 

extra stability to the T-Shirts. Our T-Shirts are, except 

for the woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

labelfree and are colourfast washable up to 60°C. 

Our T-Shirts have a very long life due to the anti-shrink 

and anti-pilling treatment. Thanks to their fine surface 

structure, they are particularly suitable for textile finishing.

Material:  100% GOTS certified organic cotton, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features:      ring-spun, combed, organic cotton (single jersey), shoulder-to-shoulder neckband,

   reinforced by double seams, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam,

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling

Cut:   roundneck, modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  160 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

Size:

royal red white navy black grey-
melange

Colours might vary slightly from original.

S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Measurement
sheet: Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT

SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Luxury RoundneckTees 101
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 49 51 53 55 57 59 61 63

bordeauxdark
grey

     S - XL  = 60 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL = 50 Pcs

LU
X

U
R

Y
 T

E
E

S

A

B

new new



BCS-26696
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LUXURY ROUNDNECK TEES
WOMEN‘S STYLE 201

Our HRM Roundneck Women‘s T-Shirts are extremely

durable because they are made from high quality, combed

and ring-spun, 100% GOTS certified organic cotton. 

The wearing comfort of our T-Shirts is characterized by

the soft and supple materials and the excellent fashion-

able fit. The double-stitched shoulder-to-shoulder neck-

band enhances the ergonomic feel and adds extra

stability to the T-Shirt. Our T-Shirts are, except for the

woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, label-

free and are colourfast washable up to 60°C. 

Our T-Shirts have a very long life due to the anti-shrink 

and anti-pilling treatment. Thanks to their fine surface 

structure, they are particularly suitable for textile finishing.

royal red white navy black grey-
melange

Material:  100% GOTS certified organic cotton, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features:      ring-spun, combed organic cotton (single jersey), shoulder-to-shoulder neckband,

   reinforced by double seams, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam,

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling

Cut:   roundneck, modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  160 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Luxury Tees Roundneck 201
A LENGTH HSP 62,5 64 65,5 67 68,5 70 71,5 73 74,5
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

   XS - XL  = 70 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 60 Pcs

Colours might vary slightly from original.

bordeauxdark
grey

LU
X

U
R

Y
 T

E
E

S

A

B

new new



BCS-26696
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LUXURY V-NECK TEES
MEN‘S STYLE 102

Our HRM V-Neck Men‘s T-Shirts are extremely durable

because they are made from high quality, combed and

ring-spun, 100% GOTS certified organic cotton. The

wearing comfort of our T-Shirts is characterized by the 

soft and supple materials and the excellent fashionable 

fit. The double-stitched shoulder-to-shoulder neckband

enhances the ergonomic feel and adds extra stability

to the T-Shirt. Our T-Shirts are, except for the woven

Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, labelfree and 

are colourfast washable up to 60°C. 

Our T-Shirts have a very long life due to the anti-shrink 

and anti-pilling treatment. Thanks to their fine surface 

structure, they are particularly suitable for textile  finishing.

royal red white navy black grey-
melange

Material:  100% GOTS certified organic cotton, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features:      ring-spun, combed, organic cotton (single jersey), shoulder-to-shoulder neckband,

   reinforced by double seams, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam,

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling

Cut:   v-neck, modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  160 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Luxury V-neck Tees 102
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM ARMHOLE --- 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 65

     S - XL  = 60 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 50 Pcs

bordeauxdunkel-
grau

LU
X

U
R

Y
 T

E
E

S

A

B

new new



BCS-26696
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LUXURY V-NECK TEES
WOMEN‘S STYLE 202

royal red white navy black

Our HRM V-Neck Women‘s T-Shirts are extremely

durable because they are made from high quality, combed 

and ring-spun, 100% GOTS certified organic cotton. The

wearing comfort of our T-Shirts is characterized by the 

soft and supple materials and the excellent fashionable

fit. The double-stitched shoulder-to-shoulder neckband

enhances the ergonomic feel and adds extra stability

to the T-Shirt. Our T-Shirts are, except for the woven

Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, label-free

 and are colourfast washable up to 60°C. 

Our T-Shirts have a very long life due to the anti-shrink 

and anti-pilling treatment. Thanks to their fine surface 

structure, they are particularly suitable for textile finishing.

grey-
melange

Material:  100% GOTS certified organic cotton, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features:      ring-spun, combed, organic cotton (single jersey), shoulder-to-shoulder neckband,

   reinforced by double seams, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam,

   Pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling

Cut:   v-neck, modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  160 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL    XS - XL  = 70 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 60 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT 
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Luxury Tees V-neck 202
A LENGTH HSP 62,5 64 65,5 67 68,5 70 71,5 73 74,5
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

bordeauxdark
grey

LU
X

U
R

Y
 T

E
E

S

A

B

new new
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The HRM Heavy Polo Shirts are made from an especially durable, ringspun

piqué and are 100% cotton with a pleasing fashionable cut. The reinforced

side slits and the neckband ensure a great wear comfort and long durability.

The  Heavy Polo Shirts are label-free and available in 7 different colours.

They are washable up to 60°C and even during regular washing particularly

easy to care for. They are especially suitable for extreme indoor and outdoor

 use in the workwear sector.

HEAVY
POLOS
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HEAVY POLO
MEN‘S STYLE 301

Our HRM Men‘s Heavy Polo Shirts are made from 

especially robust ring-spun piqué made of 100% cotton. 

They have a pleasing fashionable cut and a reinforced 

neckband as well as collar and sleeve ends made from 

1x1 rib knit. The tone-in-tone 3-button placket gives 

the Heavy Polo Shirts a well-balanced look down to 

the detail. The reinforced side slits and the shoulder-

to-shoulder neckband ensure a great wear comfort 

and long durability. The Heavy Polo Shirts are, apart 

from the woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

labelfree. Through the anti-shrink and anti-pilling treat-

ment they can be washed up to 60°C and are parti-

cularly easy to clean even with high and regular wash 

cycles. They are especially suitable for extreme indoor 

and outdoor workwear use.

Material:  100% cotton

Special features: ring-spun piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced,

   collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3 button placket (tone-in-tone),

   woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, pre-treated against shrinkage

   and anti-pilling, spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  220 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL     S - XL  = 30 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Heavy Polo 301
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 70 72 74 76 78 80 81 82
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 50 52 54 56 58 61 63 65

bordeaux

H
E

A
V

Y
 P

O
LO

A

B

new
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HEAVY POLO
WOMEN‘S STYLE 401

Our HRM Women‘s Heavy Polo Shirts are made from 

especially robust ring-spun piqué made of 100% cotton. 

They have a pleasing fashionable cut and a reinforced 

neckband as well as collar and sleeve ends made from 

1x1 rib knit. The tone-in-tone 3-button placket gives 

the Heavy Polo Shirts a well-balanced look down to 

the detail. The reinforced side slits and the shoulder-

to-shoulder neckband ensure a great wear comfort 

and long durability. The Heavy Polo Shirts are, apart 

from the woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

labelfree. Through the anti-shrink and anti-pilling treat-

ment they can be washed up to 60°C and are parti-

cularly easy to clean even with high and regular wash 

cycles. They are especially suitable for extreme indoor 

and outdoor workwear use.

Material:  100% cotton

Special features: ring-spun piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced,

   collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3 button placket (tone-in-tone),

   woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, pre-treated against shrinkage

   and anti-pilling, spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  220 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Measurement
sheet:

Size:

Colours might vary slightly from original.

SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT 
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Heavy Polo 401
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
42 44 46 48 50 52 55 57 59

   XS - XL  = 30 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

bordeaux

H
E

A
V

Y
 P

O
LO

A

B

new
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The HRM Heavy Stretch Polo Shirts are made of 95% cotton and 5% elastane 

with a pleasing fashionable cut. The reinforced side slits and the neckband 

ensure a great wearing comfort and long durability. The Heavy Stretch Polo 

Shirts are labelfree and available in 6 different colours. Due to the elastane 

content, the wear comfort and the figure-fit are increased. They are suitable for 

a wide range of workwear applications.

HEAVY
STRETCH
POLOS
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HEAVY STRETCH POLO
MEN‘S STYLE 302

Our HRM Men‘s Heavy Stretch Polo Shirts are made 

of a very robust, ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué made of 

95% cotton and 5% elastane. They have a comfortable

fashionable cut and a reinforced neckband as well as 

collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit. The 

tone-in-tone 3-button placket gives the Heavy Stretch 

Polo Shirts a balanced look down to the detail. The 

reinforced side slits and the shoulder-to-shoulder 

neckband ensure a great wearing comfort and a long 

durability. The Heavy Stretch Polo Shirts, except for the 

woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, are label-

free and particularly easy to care by the anti-shrink and 

anti-pilling pre-treatment. Due to the elastane content, 

the wear comfort and the figure-fit are increased. They 

are suitable for a wide range of workwear applications.

Material:  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Special features:      ring-spun piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced, collar and sleeve ends made from 

   1x1 rib knit, 3 button placket (tone-in-tone), woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side 

   seam, pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling, spare button  

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  220 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL     S - XL  = 30 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT 
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens HeavyStretch Polo 302
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 70 72 74 76 78 80 81 82
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 49 51 53 55 57 60 62 64

H
E

A
V

Y
 S

TR
E

TC
H

 P
O

LO

A

B
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HEAVY STRETCH POLO
WOMEN‘S STYLE 402

Our HRM Women‘s Heavy Stretch Polo Shirts are made 

of a very robust, ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué made of 

95% cotton and 5% elastane. They have a comfortable

fashionable cut and a reinforced neckband as well as 

collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit. The 

tone-in-tone 3-button placket gives the Heavy Stretch 

Polo Shirts a balanced look down to the detail. The 

reinforced side slits and the shoulder-to-shoulder 

neckband ensure a great wearing comfort and a long 

durability. The Heavy Stretch Polo Shirts, except for the 

woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, are label-

free and particularly easy to care by the anti-shrink and 

anti-pilling pre-treatment. Due to the elastane content, 

the wear comfort and the figure-fit are increased. They 

are suitable for a wide range of workwear applications.

Material:  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Special features:      ring-spun piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced, collar and sleeve ends made from 

   1x1 rib knit, 3 button placket (tone-in-tone), woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side 

   seam, pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling, spare button  

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  220 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Heavy stretch Polo 402
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
41 43 45 47 49 51 53,5 55,5 57,5

   XS - XL  = 30 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

H
E

A
V

Y
 S

TR
E

TC
H
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O

LO

A

B
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The HRM Heavy Performance Polo Shirts are made of 65% cotton and 35% 

polyester and have a fashionable cut with fine details. The reinforced side 

slits and the neckband ensure a great wearing comfort and long durability. 

The Heavy Performance Polo Shirts are label-free and available in 7 different 

colours. They are very easy to clean and washable up to 60°C. They are 

particularly suitable for workwear use under extreme conditions.

HEAVY
PERFORMANCE
POLOS
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HEAVY PERFORMANCE POLO
MEN‘S STYLE 303

Our HRM Men‘s Heavy Performance Polo Shirts are 

made of a particularly robust, ring-spun, fine-mesh 

piqué made of 65% cotton 35% polyester. They have 

a form-fit fashionable cut and a reinforced neckband 

as well as collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib 

knit. The tone-in-tone 3-button placket with HRM details 

gives the Heavy Performance Polo Shirts a fine look in 

every detail. The reinforced side slits and the shoulder-

to-shoulder neckband ensure a great wearing comfort 

and a long durability. The Heavy Performance Polo Shirts

are, apart from the woven Fair4All flag-label in the left 

side seam, labelfree. They can be washed up to 60°C 

by the anti-shrink and anti-pilling pre-treatment and 

are particularly easy to clean even at high and regular 

washing cycles. The polyester share in the material in-

creases the wear comfort and ensures the perfect fit. 

They are particularly suitable for a wide range of work-

wear applications.

Material:  65% cotton, 35% polyester

Special features: ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced, collar and sleeve 

   ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3-button placket with HRM detail (tone-in-tone), woven 

   Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling,  

   spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  220 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Heavy Performance Polo 303
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 70 72 74 76 78 80 81 82
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 50 52 54 56 58 61 63 65

     S - XL  = 30 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

bordeaux

H
E
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V

Y
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R
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HEAVY PERFORMANCE POLO
WOMEN‘S STYLE 403

Our HRM Women‘s Heavy Performance Polo Shirts are 

made of a particularly robust, ring-spun, fine-mesh pi-

qué made of 65% cotton 35% polyester. They have a 

form-fit fashionable cut and a reinforced neckband as 

well as collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit. 

The tone-in-tone 3-button placket with HRM details gi-

ves the Heavy Performance Polo Shirts a fine look in 

every detail. The reinforced side slits and the shoulder-

to-shoulder neckband ensure a great wearing comfort 

and a long durability. The Heavy Performance Polo

Shirts are, apart from the woven Fair4All flag-label in 

the left side seam, labelfree. They can be washed up to 

60°C by the anti-shrink and anti-pilling pre-treatment and 

are particularly easy to clean even at high and regular 

washing cycles. The polyester share in the material in-

creases the wear comfort and ensures the perfect fit. 

They are particularly suitable for a wide range of work-

wear applications.

Material:  65% cotton, 35% polyester

Special features: ring-spun,fine-mesh piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced, collar and sleeve 

   ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3-button placket with HRM detail (tone-in-tone), woven 

   Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling,  

   spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  220 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL    XS - XL  = 30 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT 
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Heavy Performance Polo 403
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
42 44 46 48 50 52 55 57 59

bordeaux

A

B

new
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The HRM Luxury Polo Shirts with the innovative collar processing are made 

of 100% cotton and have a fashionable cut with finely processed details. Twill 

tape reinforced side slits and the neckband ensure a great wearing comfort 

and long durability. The Luxury Polo Shirts are labelfree and washable up to 

60°C and available in 6 different colours. They can be easily used in the entire 

workwear area.

LUXURY
POLOS
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LUXURY POLO
MEN‘S STYLE 501

Our HRM Men‘s Luxury Polo Shirts with the innovative

collar processing are made of ring-spun, fine-meshed

piqué from 100% cotton and have a fashionable, 

figure-fit cut with a tone-in-tone 3-button placket with

HRM details. Twill-band reinforced side slits and the 

twill neckband ensure a great wear comfort and a long 

durability. They are washable up to 60°C and by the 

anti-shrink and anti-pilling pre-treatment are particularly

easy to clean even with high and regular washing cycles. 

Our Luxury Polo Shirts are label-free, except for the 

woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam.

Our innovative collar solution is characterized by its 

optimal fit and special processing. There are two plastic 

tab inserts, which can be easily removed before washing.

They give the collar a durable, wash-resistant shape 

and keeps the collar in an ideal shape.

Material:  100% cotton

Special features: ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced with twill tape, 

   innovative collar solution, collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3-button 

   placket with HRM detail (tone-in-tone), woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling, spare tab insert and spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  180g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Luxury Polo 501
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 70 72 74 76 78 80 81 82
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 50 52 54 56 58 61 63 65

   S - XL  = 30 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs
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LUXURY POLO
WOMEN‘S STYLE 601

Our HRM Women‘s Luxury Polo Shirts with the 

innovative collar processing are made of ring-spun, 

fine-meshed piqué from 100% cotton and have a 

fashionable, figure-fit cut with a tone-in-tone 3-button

placket with HRM details. Twill-band reinforced side 

slits and the twill neckband ensure a great wear 

comfort and a long durability. They are washable up to 

60°C and by the anti-shrink and anti-pilling pre-treat-

ment are particularly easy to clean even with high and 

regular washing cycles. 

Our Luxury Polo Shirts are label-free, except for the 

woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam.

Our innovative collar solution is characterized by its op-

timal fit and special processing. There are two plastic 

tab inserts, which can be easily removed before wa-

shing. They give the collar a durable, wash-resistant 

shape and keeps the collar in an ideal shape.

royal red white navy black

Material:  100% cotton

Special features: ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced with twill tape, 

   innovative collar solution, collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3-button 

   placket with HRM detail (tone-in-tone), woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling, spare tab insert and spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  180g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL    XS - XL  = 30 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT 
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Luxury Polo 601
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
42 44 46 48 50 52 55 57 59
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The HRM Luxury Stretch Polo Shirts with the innovative collar processing are

made of 95% cotton and 5% elastane. They have a fashionable, body-fit cut

with optically interesting processed details. Twill tape reinforced side slits and 

the neckband ensure a great wearing comfort and long durability. The Luxury 

Stretch Polo Shirts are labelfree and available in 6 different colours. They are 

very comfortable to wear due to their elastane content, especially in the office 

and/or leisure.

LUXURY
STRETCH
POLOS
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LUXURY STRETCH POLO
MEN‘S STYLE 502

Our HRM Men‘s Luxury Stretch Polo Shirts with the  

innovative collar processing are made of ring-spun 

piqué consisting of 95% cotton and 5% elastane. 

They have a fashionable, figure-fit cut with a tone-

in-tone 3-button placket with HRM details. Twill-

band reinforced side slits and the twill neckband 

ensure a great wearing comfort and a long dura-

bility. They are particularly easy to care due to the 

anti-shrink and anti-pilling treatment. The Luxury 

Stretch Polo Shirts, except for the woven Fair4All 

flag-label in the left side seam, are label-free. Due to 

their elastane content, they are very comfortable to 

wear, especially during office hours and/or leisure.

Our innovative collar solution is characterized by its op-

timal fit and special processing. There are two plastic 

tab inserts, which can be easily removed before wa-

shing. They give the collar a durable, wash-resistant 

shape and keeps the collar in an ideal shape.

Material:  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Special features: ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced with twill tape,

   innovative collar solution, collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3-button

   placket with HRM detail (tone-in-tone), woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling, spare tab insert and spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  180g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT 
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Luxury Stretch Polo 502
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 70 72 74 76 78 80 81 82
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 49 51 53 55 57 60 62 64

    S - XL  = 30 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs
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LUXURY STRETCH POLO
WOMEN‘S STYLE 602

Our HRM Women‘s Luxury Stretch Polo Shirts with the 

innovative collar processing are made of ring-spun 

piqué consisting of 95% cotton and 5% elastane. They 

have a fashionable, figure-fit cut with a tone-in-tone 

3-button placket with HRM details. Twill-band rein-

forced side slits and the twill neckband ensure a great 

wearing comfort and a long durability. They are par-

ticularly easy to care due to the anti-shrink and anti-

pilling treatment. The Luxury Stretch Polo Shirts, except 

for the woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

are label-free. Due to their elastane content, they are 

very comfortable to wear, especially during office hours 

and/or leisure.

Our innovative collar solution is characterized by its op-

timal fit and special processing. There are two plastic 

tab inserts, which can be easily removed before wa-

shing. They give the collar a durable, wash-resistant 

shape and keeps the collar in an ideal shape.

Material:  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Special features: ring-spun, fine-mesh piqué, neckband and side slits reinforced with twill tape,

   innovative collar solution, collar and sleeve ends made from 1x1 rib knit, 3-button

   placket with HRM detail (tone-in-tone), woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

   pre-treated against shrinkage and anti-pilling, spare tab insert and spare button

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  180g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red white navy black dark grey

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Luxury stretch Polo 602
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
41 43 45 47 49 51 53,5 55,5 57,5

   XS - XL  = 30 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 24 Pcs
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The HRM Hooded Jackets consist of a particularly soft mixed fabric of 80% 

cotton and 20% polyester. The fashionable details like the hood with contrast 

lining, the embroidered, flat contrast cord and a tone-in-tone zip with a HRM 

puller made of metal are a real eye-catcher. The hooded jackets are labelfree 

and available in 8 different colours. They are very universally applicable in cold 

and windy weather.

HOODED
JACKETS
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HOODED JACKET
MEN‘S STYLE 701

The HRM Men‘s Hooded Jackets are made of a strikingly

soft blend of 80% cotton and 20% polyester.

The specially designed details like the hood with 

contrast lining, 3 HRM metal eyelets on each side, the 

mid-embroidered, flat contrast cord and a tone-in-

tone zip with a HRM metal puller are a real eye-catcher. 

The pockets as well as the waist have a 2x2 rib knit 

as a finish. A reinforced colour-matching neckband

increases the wear comfort. The very smooth surface 

structure guarantees a good finishing ability. 

The hooded jackets are, apart from the woven Fair4All 

flag-label in the left side seam, labelfree. They are very 

universally applicable in cold and windy weather.

Material:  80% cotton and 20% polyester, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features: with center-embroidered, flat contrast draw string and contrast inner lining of the hood 

   as well as 3 HRM metal eyelets on each side, cuffs from 2x2 rib knit, reinforced, 

   matching contrast neckband, tone-in-tone heavy duty zipper with HRM detail, pocket 

   with cuffs as a finish, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, very smooth texture

   (good finishing ability)

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  320 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red navy denimblack grey-
melangeoff-white raspberry

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL     S - XL  = 20 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 18 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Hooded Jacket 701
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 71 72,5 74 75,5 77 78 79 80
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
--- 52,5 54,5 56,5 58,5 60,5 64 66,5 69
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HOODED JACKET
WOMEN‘S STYLE 801

The HRM Women‘s Hooded Jackets are made of a 

strikingly soft blend of 80% cotton and 20% polyester.

The specially designed details like the hood with 

contrast lining, 3 HRM metal eyelets on each side, the 

mid-embroidered, flat contrast cord and a tone-in-

tone zip with a HRM metal puller are a real eye-catcher. 

The pockets as well as the waist have a 2x2 rib knit 

as a finish. A reinforced colour-matching neckband

increases the wear comfort. The very smooth surface 

structure guarantees a good finishing ability. 

The hooded jackets are, apart from the woven Fair4All 

flag-label in the left side seam, labelfree. They are very 

universally applicable in cold and windy weather.

royal red navy denimblack grey-
melangeoff-white

Material:  80% cotton and 20% polyester, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features: with center-embroidered, flat contrast draw string and contrast inner lining  of the hood

   as well as 3 HRM metal eyelets on each side, cuffs from 2x2 rib knit, reinforced, 

   matching contrast neckband, tone-in-tone heavy duty zipper with HRM detail, pocket 

   with cuffs as a finish, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, very smooth texture

   (good finishing ability)

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  320 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

raspberry

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size: SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Hooded Jacket 801
A FRONT LENGTH FRM HPS 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71
C HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
46 49 52 55 58 61 65 68 70

   XS - XL  = 22 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 20 Pcs
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The HRM Unisex Sweat Hoodies consist of a particularly soft mixed fabric 

of 80% cotton and 20% polyester. The fashionable details like the hood with 

contrast lining, the embroidered, flat contrast cord and 2 HRM metal eyelets are 

a real eye-catcher. The HRM Unisex Sweat Hoodies are labelfree and available 

in 8 different colours. They are very universally applicable in cold and windy 

weather. 

SWEAT
HOODY
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SWEAT HOODY
UNISEX STYLE 900

The HRM Unisex Hoodies consist of a remarkably 

soft blended fabric of 80% cotton and 20% polyes-

ter. The specially designed details like the hood with 

contrast lining and 2 HRM metal eyelets, the centrally 

embroidered, flat contrast cord is a real eye-catcher. 

On the pockets as well as on the waist are 2x2 rib 

knit cuffs as a finish and a reinforced colour-matching 

neckband. The very smooth surface structure 

guarantees a good finishing ability. The hoodies are, 

apart from the woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side 

seam, label-free and especially in the outdoor area du-

ring cold and windy weather very universally applicable.

Recommendation: 

for a better fit of our unisex hoodies, we recommend our 

female customers to order one size smaller than usual.

Material:  80% cotton and 20% polyester, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features: with center-embroidered, flat contrast draw string and contrast inner lining of the hood 

   as well as 2 HRM metal eyelets, cuffs from 2x2 rib knit, reinforced, matching contrast

   neckband, pockets with cuffs as a finish, woven Fair4All flag-label in the left side seam, 

   very smooth texture (good finishing ability)

Cut:   modern slim fit cut

Thickness:  320 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red navy denimblack grey-
melangeoff-white raspberry

Colours might vary slightly from original.

Measurement
sheet:

Size:    XS - XL  = 20 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL = 18 Pcs

SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Unisex Hoody 900
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 67,5 69 70,5 72 73,5 75 76,5 78 79,5
B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 

ARMHOLE 
50,5 52,5 54,5 56,5 58,5 60,5 64 66,5 69
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The HRM Unisex Sweatshirts are made from a super-soft blend of 80% cotton

and 20% polyester with a brushed interior. They have a fashionable fit. The seams

on the shoulders, armholes and hem are finished with flatlock stitching. The

unisex sweatshirts are labelfree, from XS to 5XL and available in 7 different colours.

They are specially designed for workweare use. They are pre-treated and

equipped with anti-pilling, washable up to 60° C and are particularly suitable for

industrial laundering.

SWEAT
SHIRT
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SWEATSHIRT
UNISEX STYLE 902

The HRM Unisex Sweatshirts are made of a particularly 

robust, soft blend with a very smooth surface structure 

and a roughened inside (good finishing ability). They 

have a fashionable fit and seams on shoulders, arm-

holes and hem bands, highlighted with flatlock stitching.

A reinforced, color-matching neckband and a hem and 

cuffs made of elastic 2x2 rib knit cuffs complete the 

harmonious picture. The HRM Unisex Sweatshirts are 

all preshrunk, anti-pilling treated and are washable up 

to 60° C. 

They are also suitable for industrial laundering, as they 

were designed as workwear for indoor and outdoor use.

Recommendation: 

for a better fit of our unisex sweatshirts, we recommend 

our female customers to order one size smaller than 

usual.

Material:  80% cotton and 20% polyester, 90% cotton and 10% viscose (grey-melange)

Special features: cuffs from 2x2 rib knit, reinforced, color-matching neckband, very smooth texture 

   (good finishing ability)

Cut:   modern regular fit cut

Thickness:  320 g/m²

Finishing:  screen printing, transfer printing, embroidery

royal red navy black grey-
melange dark greywhite

Colours might vary slightly from original.

SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Unisex Sweatshirt 902
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83

B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 
ARMHOLE 

53 55 57 59 61 64 67 70 73

Measurement
sheet:

Size:    XS - XL  = 26 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL = 20 Pcs
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HOODED 
SOFTSHELL 
JACKET

The HRM Hooded Softshell Jackets consist of a soft, breathable and weather-resistant 

blend of 97% polyester and 3% elastane. The insides are equipped with a high-quality 

micropolarfleece. The jackets are very high quality processed and have a modern, timeless

design with a fashionable fit (modern regular fit). They are windproof and water-repellent, 

but still breathable. In addition, they are equipped with a detachable hood, contrast zipper

fasteners and a finishing pocket. The Hooded Softshell Jackets are label free and available

in sizes XS to 5XL and in 5 different colours. They are particularly well suited for workwear,

teamwear, leisure and outdoor use.

NEW
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HOODED SOFTSHELL JACKET
MEN´S STYLE 1101

The HRM Men´s Hooded Softshell Jackets consist of a soft, 

breathable and weather-resistant blend of 97% polyester and 

3% elastane. The inside is equipped with a high-quality micro 

polar- fleece made of 100% polyester. The jackets are very 

high quality processed and have a modern, timeless design 

with a fashionable fit (modern regular fit). They are wind resistant

and water-repellent, but still breathable. In addition, they are 

equipped with a detachable hood and contrast zipper. The 

hooded attachment is elegantly detached with a zipper and 

two side press buttons. The contrast zipper on the two side 

pockets, a sleeve pocket on the left, and a left inside pocket

with a finishing pocket (inside) give our softshell jackets a 

sporty look. The sleeve width can be adjusted comfortably and 

continuously via a Velcro. The rounded hem is equipped with 

an elastic drawstring and can be adjusted to the hem width 

continuously to personal needs and weather conditions. The 

Hooded Softshell Jackets are label free and available in sizes 

S to 5XL and in 5 different colours. They are particularly well 

suited for workwear, team wear, leisure and outdoor use.

S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

royal-
blue

red dark grey navy black

   XS - XL  =15 Pcs 
2XL - 5XL =12 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Hooded Softshell Jacket 1101
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83

B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN 
FRM ARMHOLE 

--- 53 56 59 62 66 70 74 78

Measurement
sheet:

Size:

Material:   Outside: 97% polyester, 3% spandex 

   Inside: 100% polyester (micropolarfleece)

Special features: • three-layers, water-repellent, windproof and breathable

   • 5,000mm water column

   • contrast zips with solid metal HRM zipper slider

   • sleeve and hem width individually adjustable

   • detachable hood, hood fastening with zipper and two side snaps buttons

Cut:   fashionable modern regular fit

Thickness:  300 g/m²

Finishing:  transfer printing and embroidery
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HOODED SOFTSHELL JACKET

WOMEN´S STYLE 1102

SXS M L XL 2XL 3XL

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Hooded Softshell Jacket 1102
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65,5 67 68,5 70 71,5 73 -- --

B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 
ARMHOLE 

48 50 52 54 56 59 62 -- --

   XS - XL  =15 Pcs
 2XL - 3XL =12 Pcs

Measurement
sheet:

Size:

The HRM Women´s Hooded Softshell Jackets consist of a soft,

breathable and weather- resistant blend of 97% polyester 

and 3% elastane. The inside is equipped with a high-quality

micro polar- fleece (100% polyester). The jackets are very high

quality processed and have a modern, timeless design with 

a fashionable fit (modern regular fit). They are wind resistant 

and water-repellent, but still breathable. In addition, they are

equipped with a detachable hood and contrast zipper. The 

hooded attachment is elegantly detached with a zipper and 

two side press buttons. The contrast zipper on the two side 

pockets, a sleeve pocket on the left, and a left inside pocket 

with a finishing pocket (inside) give our softshell jackets a 

sporty look. The sleeve width can be adjusted comfortably and 

continuously via velcro fastener. The rounded hem is equipped

with an elastic drawstring and can be adjusted to the hem 

width continuously to personal needs and weather conditions.

The Hooded Softshell Jackets are label free and available in 

sizes S to 3XL and in 5 colours. They are particularly well suited

for workwear, team wear, leisure and outdoor use.

Material:   Outside: 97% polyester, 3% spandex 

   Inside: 100% polyester (micropolarfleece)

Special features: • three-layers, water-repellent, windproof and breathable

   • 5,000mm water column

   • contrast zips with solid metal HRM zipper slider

   • sleeve and hem width individually adjustable

   • detachable hood, hood fastening with zipper and two side snaps buttons

Cut:   fashionable modern regular fit

Thickness:  300 g/m²

Finishing:  transfer printing and embroidery

royal
blue

red dark grey navy black
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FULL-ZIP 
FLEECE JACKET

The HRM Full Zip Fleece Jackets are made of high quality, breathable micro-polar 

fleece. They have a modern, timeless design with a fashionable fit (modern regular 

fit). They are very high quality processed and equipped with anti-pilling and anti- 

static equipment. The jackets have two inside pockets and two exterior pockets on 

the side, which are provided with rain protection. A tone in tone zipper and flatlock  

decorative seams on the outside round off the pleasant overall picture in a positive  

way. The Full Zip Fleece Jackets are label free and available in sizes XS to 5XL and in 

4 different colours. They are particularly well suited for workwear, team wear, leisure and 

outdoor.

NEW
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FULL-ZIP FLEECE JACKET

MEN´S STYLE 1201

The HRM Men´s Full-Zip Fleece Jackets are made 

of high quality, breathable micro-polar fleece (100% 

polyester). They have a modern, timeless design with a 

fashionable fit (modern regular fit). They are very high 

quality processed and equipped with anti-pilling and 

anti- static equipment. The jackets have two inside 

pockets and two exterior pockets on the side, which 

are provided with rain protection. A tone in tone zipper 

and flatlock decorative seams on the outside round off 

the pleasant overall picture in a positive way. 

The rounded hem is equipped with an elastic drawstring 

and can be adjusted to the hem width continuously to 

personal needs and weather conditions.

The Full Zip Fleece Jackets are label free and available 

in sizes S to 5XL and in 4 colours. They are particularly 

well suited for workwear, team wear, leisure and outdoor 

use.

S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL      S - XL  =15 Pcs
 2XL - 5XL =12 Pcs

red navy blackdark grey

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Mens Full-Zipped Fleece Jacket 1201
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS --- 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83

B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN 
FRM ARMHOLE 

--- 53 56 59 62 66 70 74 78

Measurement
sheet:

Size:

Material:   100% Polyester (micropolarfleece)

Special features: • anti-pilling and anti-static equipped

   • breathable

   • Tone- in- tone front zipper with chin guard and metal slider with HRM detail

   • Two side zip pockets and two inside pockets

   • Hem width with elastic drawstring individually adjustable

Cut:   fashionable modern regular fit

Thickness:  260 g/m²

Finishing:  embroidery
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FULL-ZIP FLEECE JACKET

WOMEN´S STYLE 1202

   XS - XL  =15 Pcs
 2XL - 3XL =12 Pcs

Type STYLE POINT MEASUREMENT POINT
SIZE

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Womens Full-Zipped Fleece Jacket 1202
A TOTAL LENGTH FRM HPS 64 65,5 67 68,5 70 71,5 73 74,5 76

B HALF CHEST 1CM DOWN FRM 
ARMHOLE 

48 50 52 54 56 59 62 65 68

The HRM Women´s Full-Zip Fleece Jackets are made 

of high quality, breathable micro-polar fleece (100% 

polyester). They have a modern, timeless design with a 

fashionable fit (modern regular fit). They are very high 

quality processed and equipped with anti-pilling and 

anti- static equipment. The jackets have two inside 

pockets and two exterior pockets on the side. A tone in 

tone zipper and flatlock decorative seams on the outside 

round off the pleasant overall picture in a positive way.

The rounded hem is equipped with an elastic drawstring 

and can be adjusted to the hem width continuously to 

personal needs and weather conditions.

The Full Zip Fleece Jackets are label free and available 

in sizes S to 3XL and in 4 colours. They are particularly 

well suited for workwear, team wear, leisure and outdoor 

use.

red navy blackdark grey

Measurement
sheet:

Size:

Material:   100% Polyester (micropolarfleece)

Special features: • anti-pilling and anti-static equipped

   • breathable

   • Tone- in- tone front zipper with chin guard and metal slider with HRM detail

   • Two side zip pockets and two inside pockets

   • Hem width with elastic drawstring individually adjustable

Cut:   fashionable modern regular fit

Thickness:  260 g/m²

Finishing:  embroidery
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The world has realized that globalization can not 
work if only a small part of the wealthy receive all 
benefits and advantages of this globalization, at 
the expense of the less wealthy people. We at HRM 
Textile believe: fairness for everyone, in all areas, 
in every aspect and for all involved is the only  
socially acceptable answer. In all decisions made 
in our company, we adhere to the code of ethics of 
the social initiative „FAIR4ALL” founded by us. We  
guarantee fair working conditions in all areas from 

Social responsibility
the raw material to the distribution. This means: 
occupational safety and health protection of our 
employees, clean and well-spaced work areas, fair 
and regulated payment, morally defensible work 
contracts and union labour rights without restric-
tion. It is for us a given: no discrimination, no child 
labour and no forced labour. In addition, we provide 
financial resources for social projects.



People in need exist everywhere and of  
all ages. For us, children are particularly  
important as we see them as our future. We 
from HRM created the initiative FAIR4ALL in 
order to make sure, that aid will reach the 
people who really need it. Within this project, 
we donate 0,10 € for every sold product to an 
orphanage in Rajshahi, Bangladesh.
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With these donations, we want to improve
the furnishing, supervision, meals and 
education of the 155 kids and 55 elderly 
people that live in the orphanage. Making a 
major contribution to enable a better future
for the children in Bangladesh is our goal.

With these donations, we want to improve
the furnishing, supervision, meals and 
education of the 155 kids and 55 elderly 
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Product overview
LUXURY TEES (160g/m2)
Style 101 Men Roundneck Tees
Style 201 Women Roundneck Tees
Style 102 Men V-Neck Tees
Style 202 Women V-Neck Tees
(100% certified organic-cotton)

HEAVY POLOS (220g/m2)
Style 301 Men Heavy Polo
Style 401 Women Heavy Polo
(100% cotton)

HEAVY STRETCH POLOS (220g/m2)
Style 302 Men Heavy Stretch Polo
Style 402 Women Heavy Stretch Polo
(95% cotton, 5% elastan)

HEAVY PERFORMANCE POLOS (220g/m2)
Style 303 Men Heavy Performance Polo
Style 403 Women Heavy Performance Polo
(65% cotton, 35% polyester)

LUXURY POLOS (180g/m2)
Style 501 Men Luxury Polo
Style 601 Women Luxury Polo
(100% Baumwolle)

LUXURY STRETCH POLOS (180g/m2)
Style 502 Men Luxury Stretch Polo
Style 602 Women Luxury Stretch Polo
(95% cotton, 5% elastan)

HOODED JACKETS (320g/m2)
Style 701 Men Hooded Jacket
Style 801 Women Hooded Jacket
(80% cotton, 20% polyester)

SWEAT HOODY (320g/m2)
Style 900 Unisex Sweat Hoodie
(80% cotton, 20% polyester)

SWEATSHIRT (320g/m2)
Style 902 Unisex Sweatshirt
(80% cotton, 20% polyester)

HOODED SOFTSHELL JACKET (300g/m2)
Style 1101 Men Hooded Softshell Jacket
Style 1102 Women Hooded Softshell Jacket
(inner shell: 97% Polyester, 3% Elasthan
outer shell100% Polyester)

FULL-ZIP FLEECE JACKET (260g/m2)
Style 1201 Men Full-Zip Fleece Jacket
Style 1202 Women Full-Zip Fleece Jacket
(100% Polyester)
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Size chart
M L XL

46/48 48/50 50/52 52/54 60/62

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL
34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

W

XL
5
3
5
5
,5
8
2
5
2
4
2
9
2

3
8
6
8
3

B 8
A 6
B 8

Polo

irt

t

et 1202

Measurement  tolerance at     chest +/- 1,5 cm and at lenght +/- 2,0 cmMeasurement  tolerance at     chest +/- 1,5 cm and at lenght +/- 2,0 cmMaßtoleranz bei ½ Oberweite +/- 1,5 cm und bei Länge +/- 2,0 cmMeasurement  tolerance at     chest +/- 1,5 cm and at lenght +/- 2,0 cmMaßtoleranz bei ½ Oberweite +/- 1,5 cm und bei Länge +/- 2,0 cmMeasurement  tolerance at     chest +/- 1,5 cm and at lenght +/- 2,0 cm
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With HRM custom-made production, your  
corporate fashion or promotional wear 
becomes individual! We offer a fast and 
flexible service of customising high-quality 
products and expert advice. All special or 
custom productions underlay to our ethical 

Special and custom production
code from our social initiative „FAIR4ALL“. We 
guarantee best working conditions, fair pay-
ment and health protection of all people invol-
ved in the production process.

Product Minimum order 
quantity per color/style

Minimum order 
quantity per size

Delivery time

T-Shirt 1200 Pcs 200 Pcs 14-16 weeks

Polo 1200 Pcs 200 Pcs 14-16 weeks

Sweat-Hoodie 1000 Pcs 150 Pcs 14-16 weeks

Hoodie-Jacke 1000 Pcs 150 Pcs 14-16 weeks

Sweatshirt Unisex 1000 Pcs 150 Pcs 14-16 weeks

Fleece Jacket 1000 Pcs 150 Pcs 14-16 weeks

Softshell Jacket 1000 Pcs 150 Pcs 14-16 weeks
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